If P^
is a subgroup of SQ we denote by i(P^) the index of P^ in Sn. Theorem.
If ~ P0 (n o> ,Pl > k<a is a family of groups of permutations, where <x to then there exists an algebra "01 = (X; fQ(x1,...,xn ),f1(x1,...,x ),..., .. . ,fjc(x1,... ,xfl ),... ) without constants such that |X|<X0 if ec < XQ,\X\ = XQ if oc = XQ, the mapping Proof. Denote = We put X'= X'n X" where X'n X" = 0 , X' = f a., ,a2,... ,am}, m = m3x^n,J k<c(, if a is finite; X' = f a ,a .,...} lif |<xi = JC .
. k (k<aj. V;e accept P k = C^ . We put X" -U ( b£ k )}u{p 0 ,p}.
If our family j a o \ ... ,..is empty we do not define the set X' and the elements b* in the set X" and s we do not define the operations f k< Since any n k is greater than 0, any operation f k is at least unary. Because the cosets of any subgroup are disjoint, the operations f k are well defined. Any polynomial (see [l] p.37) can accept as the values the elements p or p so it is not constant. If 1 i j ^ k then fj(a 1 ,... ,a Q ) = b^ ^ b^ = f^a.,,... ,a Q ). So <J ^ the mapping P. --f. is 1-1.
( V We prove now that P k £ S(f k ). Consider the first (n k ) . case of the definition of f^. If y/ e P k then y f £ Thus
In the cases 2 and 3 of the definition of f^, the last formula obviously holds hence it holds identically in 01 . This proves that c S (f ). To show the converse inclusion it is enough to prove that if v e cj^ cj = P k (Q k } then f fc (x 1 ,...,x ) t If P is a subgroup of then there exists an algebra XJV = (X;f(x^,...,x fl )) without constants such that |X| = n+i(P)+2 and P = S(f).
Since any group (S = (G;x«y) is isomorphic to the group of the left translations of 6 which are permutations of the set G, we have:
Any finite group (S = (G;x«y) is isomorphic to the symmetry group of some operation f(x^,...,x Q ) where n = |Gj and f maps the u'th power of some finite set X into X.
Let us say that an algebra = (X; F) is § n -complete if for any subgroup P of |> n there exists in XJl a polynomial p(x 1t ...,x ) such that ? = S(p).
Remark .
One could suspect that a non-trivial Boolean algebra fi = (B,•,+,') is S -complete for any n > 0, ipn) -n because it has 2 polynomials for any n. However it is not J^ and g^ -complete. In fact if p(x) = x. is a unary 
